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The Education Council on Personal Safety & Security (ECOPSS) Inc., launches “Safe Teens Project”	  


Today’s teens leave the familiarity and safety of home to live, study, travel, work and play both locally and 
globally.  


They matriculate to U.S. institutions of higher learning (and those abroad), move to their first apartment, and 
venture off to spring break bashes…oblivious to known threats which jeopardize their personal health, safety 
and security. 


Our surveys show, most have never even had a conversation about how to effectively respond to common life 
or health threatening situations they are known to encounter, (or create) as they navigate today’s sometimes 
dangerous, global society.


Armed with situational / environmental awareness, critical thinking and threat assessment skills, teens are less 
likely to fall victim to malicious tricks, cons, ruses and scams.  As they learn early warning signs of trouble 
ahead, they are more attentive, perceptive and effective in recognizing, avoiding, escaping and if necessary, 
managing critical incidents before they unfold. They become more “streetwise”.


Safe Teens Project courses are: 

Law School for Teens 

Before Fun Turns Fatal


Avoiding Social Media Traps

Secrets of College / University Life 


Course content is updated by our law enforcement, educator and lawyer partners, as well as past student 
attendees. Each presentation immerses teens and their parents in thought provoking, reality based scenarios 
which no school classroom can duplicate. Teens discuss, examine and learn effective responses to the 
outcomes resulting from their accidental, incidental sometimes intentional actions and behavior…as well as 
those of others.


Classes are held at the Atlanta ECOPSS CENTER as well as hosted by schools, churches and organizations, 
nationwide.


Sudden critical incidents which threaten life, health or safety…require an immediate effective response.  
No one simply rises to the occasion. Everyone defaults to their level of training. 


